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I ask you now friend, “In whose reality do you live?”  
We all dedicate our actions to the future. But, what is it that we claim to do with our little 

lives as that future narrows? Have we all lost our faith in outer generations or a glorious world to 
come? Of course, all lives are both great and also quite little, but it was a matter of sure and 
soulful pretension; crossed of course a bit with the “sollidaritous” desire to teach a nation of 
certain newly freed slaves to fish. Allegorically speaking. The fishing and the slaves. More to the 
sharp of the point, we were training quietly amidst the dust and rubble the fourth detachment of a 
growing underground medical battalion, to aid a coming Great Revolt. A guerilla army of young 
rescue workers and student teachers preparing to accomplish the basic yet audacious task of 
combatting meaningless death and diseases of poverty pandemic on the island of Hispaniola. 

The effects of 210 plus years of chattel servitude, rancorous massacre, ceaseless uprisings 
and putdownings; quarantines, blan occupations and an induced poverty inflicted upon these 
people, mostly from the outside. In short, we are the latest reinforcements penetrating a long 
besieged slave revolt. These long abused stalwarts, there are believed to be eight million poor 
unfortunate souls on the Haitian side of the line, but the number is truly anyone’s guess; no 
realistic census has been taken since the last coup against President Aristide in 2004.  

Which was ten years ago. The date is presently 4 June 2014. Thus 210 years and six 
months since the declared success of the initial rising.  

I will tell you now where power comes from. It comes from any grouping of people that 
can devise a just means to secure one's Maslow hierarchy of needs and elevate then a given 
population toward their droits de moun, so-called “human rights”. The power is not in any 
violence or coercion and fear but in the bravery of provisioning hope. Ah, yes indomitable hope. 
Hope for the rights of man are an issue of freedom and freedom is well and good but what is 
freedom to misery and deprivation. What say I have due process when I must mix dirt with my 
flour to watch my family starve at a decreased pace! Or, watch my fallow fields yield nothing as 
my children die not long after birth.Or, when my parents perish in a brown and vivacious filth of 



their own vomit shit and piss from contaminated water. What are our rights when we cannot read 
and we cannot flee and we cannot work and there are no schools and we die by the age of mid 
fifty.  Thankless faceless and unknown niggles. Statistics the UN tallies on we slaves. Power 
comes from control of the means of development! To those who run the schools, the clinics or 
the farms the means to secure basic things so that hope is alive again and then once fed clothed 
houses secure I can wonder about my so-called “rights”. 

The trouble with the utilization of stranger volunteers in any operation of stress and 
seriousness is tri-part for vast complication. Since there is no material compensation it is hard to 
prevent adventurism and privateering. Since they are all mostly strangers it is hard to enforce the 
chain of command flat as it may be. And since they are often multidisciplinary; a linguist, a 
paramedic, a marine, a fire commissioner, a spook and an inner city transport e.m.t. they are all 
mostly unfamiliar with the dynamic of free association based two tiered consensus utilized by the 
People’s Defense Forces. The third part of the problem beyond privateering and command 
control is loyalnost. Sebastian and Adelina are lovers living together for the last nine months in 
the exile of Massachusetts so despite it, or her total lack of interest not one shit given not a shit 
of a shit on the subject of politics or dialectics, she does truly love him and he loves  her as well 
and therefore she controls him. Abstaining from the politics of the coming operation she can 
dispassionately suggest the common sense approach.  

This approach is hardly common here if you wonder about the chicken and the egg you 
are working with often with a sea of self-proclaimed experts that expertise on shells or eggs or 
how they crack. Or chickens and how to raise them. Or which comes first. But all the local 
people and the Haitians on the street are not concerned with theories like this. They are 
concerned with survival for themselves and their families. Once everyone has survived 
peaceably for some time then maybe there would be time for speaking of the perfect egg, the just 
economy or the chicken the functional state. If that’s what chickens and eggs are really about. 
These experts, these N.G.O. Technocrats speak English or Portuguese, Spanish or French they 
don’t trust governments and see nothing in the economy to easily carry off. For there is nothing; 
they devise ways to raise chickens from broken eggs from sick diseased chickens. Then they 
blame the Haitians in languages they don’t speak. But they are still just fighting to survive.  

The quarantine, such as we call it, is 210 years old. It began the day the revolution was 
declared victorious with the separation of the tri color into the red and blue bicolor ripped by JJ 
Dessalines. The revolution which had begun by the Jacobins in France whose ideas spread to the 
blood soaked paradise of St. Domingue purged the entire island of foreign rulers, resulted in a 
loss of life of an estimated 500, 400 inhabitants and 60,000 soldiers from France, Spain and 
Greater Britain. It began in 1791 and culminated in the only victorious slave uprising in 1804. 
Shortly after the quarantine and civil war between blacks and mulattos began; JJ Dessalines 
signed a purge order of all whites of the island which remained. And by 1805 there were less 
than 300 Blan alive in greater Hispaniola, mostly female, Polish or medically trained. White 
physicians and Polish conscripts had also fought for newly freed Haiti. The quarantine was not 
about race or racial antagonism. Whites, Negs and Mulats fought on both sides of the great 
revolt. The issue for Napoleon and other leaders of European powers was that of newly freed 
slaves. With weapons and armies cannons and turf proclaiming rights of man that had been 
defeated in the cradle of the uprising France. The issue was still that in the Americas in Europe, 
Africa, Asia and most of humanity remained a type of slave and this revolt might spread rapidly.  

To the other islands of the Wild West Indies; to all of Latin America; to the USA and 
reverberating out back to Europe and the serfs of Russia and China. In fact the defeat of the 



Haitian revolution was one of the greatest foreign policy objectives shared by nearly every 
power. And since the armies of Spain, France and England had not been able to re-impose the 
hated regime of chattel servitude the new policy was containment.  

They had by 1802 captured, tortured and killed the only man Toussaint L'Ouverture who 
had the moral authority and military genius to secure a multi-racial Hispaniola as a rebel base. 
He was the father of the revolution. The great powers stirred racial tensions inside and locked 
Haiti off from the world. By 1806 JJ Dessalines had been assassinated and rebel Generals Petion 
a Mulatto in the south was at war with Christophe in the north and these exhausted former slaves 
were freed to a country mostly burned to the ground in 13 years of violence. Most of the people 
functionally illiterate content to retreat to tiny plots allotted to them and world their own land 
staying away from the intrigues and civil conflict between Cap Haitian and Emperor Christophe 
and President Alexander Petion in Port-au-Prince. And the outside world whispered sedition and 
tightened the quarantine. The revolt which could not be suppressed had to be buried. 
Economically this was a success. Haiti no longer had her sugar infrastructure or the means to 
export anything. So Alexander Petion in a historic meeting with Simon de Bolivar in Jamel the 
southern port city agreed to export the revolution. In exchange for Haitian guns and fighters 
bolivar agreed to liberate Latin America and free all the slaves there. By 1820 both colonialism 
and slavery in Latin America were finished. But newly freed slaves and revolutions do not 
always quickly make chickens eggs or democrats and by the time Bolivar was dead there were 
new oligarchies laying claim to all of the newly freed turf. By 1822 Haiti was unified under 
Haitian President Boyer who, surrounded by French war ships signed the indemnity. These freed 
slaves would pay back France. 21 billion USD between then and 1947. To end the quarantine the 
economic blockade Haiti would impoverish herself further. And there would be coups. 22 coups 
until 1915 when the US occupied Haiti with troops until 1934. Imposing a new slavery. Building 
roads and new plantation infrastructure. And an army which a man named Francois Duvalier 
would use to come to total power in 1957. And he and his son Jean Claude would rule until 1986 
with vile secret police the Macoutes supported by U.S. money and CIA support for the killing of 
communists. And a revolt from the peasants and church brought to power a priest. The liberation 
theologian Aristede. Toppled in 1991 after serving 9 months. And then more bloodshed and coup 
and more us occupation. And then came a quake which killed 300,000 perhaps. Or 220,000 or 
100,000; no one actually knows. As rounded numbers suggest. But, it leveled the capital and the 
technocrats descended and missionaries. And now four years after the quake a pop singer and 
Duvalierist is president. A UN occupation is in its tenth year and there are still over 10,800 
small, medium and international NGO talking about chickens and eggs and such. The quarantine 
never really ended. And now 98 percent of the trees are gone. Life expectancy is 56. Half the 
population cannot read. And a cholera epidemic introduced by the UN troops has killed 9,000 
and crippled over 600,000. And yet still people speak of building back better with the Sai Ah 
Industrial park mega sweat shop or the tourist build up in Ile-a-Vache or new plans to link Haiti 
into the globalized economy. 

The typical Haitian wonders about the power which goes on for two hours a day for the 
world cup. Or the water supply. Or how to afford two meals a day. It is not so much that one 
must believe in this narrative but one must listen for a narrative. Or the quarantine succeeds. It 
succeeds by painting these newly freed slaves as savage primates unable to have a country. Haiti 
instead of being a triumph of will for human rights and freedom is used then as a cautionary tale. 
For the long suffering Haitian people do not always get their news except by radio. And since 
most cannot read French there are only irregular reports in Haitian Creole about the success of 



failure of this revolt they began. It spread to Russia, China, and Cuba and then to Algeria, 
Congo, Mozambique, Ethiopia, Vietnam, Iran and dozens of other plantations. That for those 
with the ability to read history and current events it seems to be spreading like fire into the 
Middle East. This revolt is an apolitical desire to enjoy the human rights codified by the UN in 
1945. It isn’t about government or economic organization. After the abolitionist battles and legal 
end of slavery there are still 37 million slaves worldwide. The great powers and their oligarchies 
propagated race hatred and then utilized the quarantine of the Soviet Union as blackest proof this 
socialist modal was unsound. But there remain bastions. And again it is not about the politics or 
the economy but about justice. About not spending a half-life fighting only to survive like an 
animal.  
       We have broken the physical quarantine with ease because our passports are blue and we 
have 15 USD and a base of operations in this dusty old fort. But perhaps we will have to spend 
the rest of our lives breaking the secondary quarantine. The false consciousness. The separation 
of fakeness and reality imposed by the oligarchy telling us who is white and who is black. Man 
and woman. Haitian and foreigners. Capitalist and communist. It is a matter of knowing that all 
of these divisions are lies. Separating us from our human rights. Rights such as healthcare, 
education, food water, living wages unions, the right to speak or write our opinion without being 
put in a bag by masked men. Raped. Cut into pieces. And dumped by the roadside at night.  
       Sebastian and Adelina, shortly joined by the Marine Peter Reed and e.m.t. and Jean Louis a 
Haitian American e.m.t. and Eric Adman a firefighter paramedic from Seattle Soviet none shared 
a simple identity or view. If such labels were too imposed about nationality all were card 
carrying Americans. And it was this exploitation of privilege that we hoped to use to win. The 
oligarchy of any country relies on division. And therefore our greatest strength is not our 
nationality or privilege but that we are forcing an opening. Haitian leadership in Haiti. A simple 
objective; teach more 40 Haitians to save lives. But we have a narrative though not agreed to by 
all of this ad hoc unit; it forms the underpinning. If there is to be change here and abroad we 
must control our own means to human development. As a means to human rights.  
       Covered in dust and baked by heat and surrounded by endless miles of corrugated shanty 
dwellings and walled compounds no will pay much attention to us. The revolution began by 
murdering the oppressor. For 210 plus years that fight has been fought to a stalemate. And the 
resulting rights have been transient and largely un-won. 
     So we are switching the tactic in accordance with orders from rebel leadership here and 
abroad. We are internationalists. We are willing to travel country to country to go where needed 
to the most remote jungle or mountain. The oppression is real. The violence is real. The slavery 
is still real. Our oppressor will still stick a gun in our face and drag us away in a sac and torture 
us over rights. The way we win is to make our oppressors irrelevant. For they wish to read us 
some Machiavelli or Hobbes and tell as we are but violent little monkeys. That without them 
we'd eat each other. I will say that when men and women can fish; can educate, heal and keep 
roads open and trash free then we will not need them. We will not pay them taxes. We will not 
let them use our money or hard earned money to buy guns and kill people just like us over their 
ideas on chickens and eggs. 
        We are not alone on this island with this idea. My place in the chain of command is that of a 
staff sergeant. The day we got here we were but five more reinforcements. We have broken the 
first level of the quarantine by penetrating the siege. And now with but a few devices carried in 
supported by the local arm of the resistance we train 40 more souls how to save a life. The 
insurgency began with weapons and ideas. I will not survive this war to see Zion. But that is not 



my role. Nor Adelina or Pete Reed or Eric Admen or Jean Louis Albert. You give a slave a gun 
and say freedom and you will wash the blood of an entire generation onto the sea and streets. 
You give a  slave training to heal and save and the blow to the oppressors on the mountain is 
fully sustained. We are but an army of newly freed slaves who have chosen to build the world we 
wish to see, rather than again set on fire a world already burning. 
 Within the confines of a dusty but patriotic fort barely held together by cinder blocks 
rebar pillions and chipped paint; partially overrun by cats a small internationalist unit composed 
of but five volunteers who will garrison the outpost beginning 3 June, Gregorian Year 2014. 
Behind a mammoth red iron door is the concrete skeleton of a school called “Ecole Shalom des 
Frères”, which means a ‘school of the brothers of peace’ being intermittently erected, year by 
year and brick by brick. And in the adjacent courtyard is a two story maze of chalk board dimly 
lit classrooms, a small mess hall and some ten second floor rooms worth bunks to accommodate 
the inbound reinforcements. 

There is a water tower that supplies clean chlorinated water to the locals at 5 goudes a 
liter. There is a parade ground field covered now completely in debris an impassible dumping 
ground occupying half the forts enclosure. There is a field kitchen and a wrangle of mangy 
creatures that when bled or squeezed make what passes as food. Or, eggs. There is a small 
partially compensated staff of locals. There are two former restaveks, one 12 and one 22. They 
accomplish various tasks of carpentry banditry plumbing an electric work. Three female cooks 
live in town. One is old women is young and the third of medium age. There is a transporter 
named Colbert; a former tap tap driver on staff along with several other useful quasi useful or 
only vaguely advantageous adjunct personnel with vague if not wholly nepotistic function. And 
the ground commander gong on his business card as a “country director” is one Mr. Avinadav 
DeBuitléirs educated at the University Of Stony Brook in Long Island who affiliates himself 
with the diaspora aspirations of various movements in Brooklyn. But, he directs little outside the 
walls of this miserable fort; and even here he often prefers delegation. 

Avinadav was directly supported by a petit blan named Laura Levi, but since she was on 
some business in Ethiopia she had been replaced by a temperamental wench, a Quebecois from 
Montréal named ‘Lady Catherine’. Her last name was completely unpronounceable except by the 
haughtiest of francophone so we said Lady or ‘Madam Catherine’, or Catherine Q because there 
was universal contempt for her amongst the volunteers. She has too well assimilated into the 
habit of barking orders at Brown people. And that is, as we say “what it was”.  

On 3 June two members of this unit crossed the rocky road called a National Highway 
from Santo Domingo to the City of Port-Au-Prince on the Capital Cruiser armored bus service 
which showed the movie Fast and the Furious part 5, at least five times. At first, it was quite loud 
but by the third run it was silent as no one on the bus spoke anything besides Spanish, French or 
Haitian Creole, and the initial plot points of the rock and Vin Diesel the most famous of Mulat 
action heroes had been grasped. And now it was all tits jiggling and exploding cars. And the road 
fell apart right after the Jimani checkpoint crossing. They served us a ham sandwich a bottle of 
cold water. Sebastian Adon could see the color slowly leave Adelina Blazhennaya's pretty and 
petite face as the border was crossed. He could see and via the omnibus rattling feel the road 
become not road. The structures of the countryside become not structures. The lush foliage 
become barrens. And as the color of his partners face fades Sebastian also wonders how she will 
react to what is to come. Jostling jolts hit the bus and traffic slows to a trickles pace as the driver 
forms a one lane convoy behind mac trucks build in East Asia shuttle merchanting goods from 
Dominican Republic into Haiti. Sneakers and such. Also cocaine or even people sealed a valise.  



In the wandering mind of Sebastian Adon whose hair was brown and heart was Neg. He 
imagines this infiltration as a patriotic duty for there was some Haitian blood in him for once we 
took an oath. The trappings of normal human development crumble each kilometer the bus 
rumbles into Haiti and the endless dust. A cloud of whirling particulate swallowing the 
charmless and desolate environs.  

At the border, there is nothing to buy except Pringles. In addition, soda of every kind. 
The customs agent asks Adon in Creole what was his business in Haiti; “tourismo”. Adelina 
Blazhennaya and Sebastian both cross the border in black boots and blue uniform pants and 
black shirts and therefore the customs agent knows that tourism isn’t really what they are doing 
in Haiti. But, no one cares. The Brazilians, Chileans, Argentinians, and a poperee of other lesser 
nations were running the functions of the long disbanded state and military. The Americans are 
subsidizing the entire state. The Cubans are running the hospitals and several thousand N.G.O.S 
perhaps as many as 10,800 are the only economy besides drug transshipment. Allegedly of bulk 
packaged cocaine. 
 No cares are given in a meaningful way. Much less from an under compensated customs 
agent. They both have blue American passports. Crisp and newly issued. Who cared what their 
intention was if they had such blue passports and the fifteen USD a piece. The two enormous 
satchel valise roller bags go completely unexamined. As do their two green voodoo tactical 
rucksacks. Who cares? The omnibus continues two hours west down the winding, newly paved 
National Highway. There are corrugated tin shacks after shacks, ruined rubble fields. Deforested 
barrens. Hungry looking shirtless kids playing European football. Contrasting anything to D.R. is 
an exercise in futility. One can simply see that this is the same island and anthropologically 
speaking that is where it ends. Without a lengthy discourse on history colonialism and 
superficialities of cultural antagonism well honestly it’s night and day except they both like cock 
fighting. 

Three months ago the president of the Dominican Republic signed an executive order 
denationalizing over 200,000 Dominicans of Haitian descent.  

They had the tenor of slightly over fed happy slaves noted Blazhennaya. Not the Haitians. 
Neither happy nor well fed. At each juncture of slow down as she grew more pale seeing the 
descent into some land before time some utter desolation. Naked children drooling covered in 
flies. Tents and shanties. Everywhere unfinished construction sites and partially erected edifices. 
A cloud of dust hovers over the endless misery. 

 
      When they finally reached Port-Au-Prince it was just before dusk and Avinadav DeBuitléir 
accompanied by Marco Balan the light skinned apparatchik and Colbert their driver load them in 
and shuttle them both away to Croix des Bouquets down the unlit impasses to 808 Rue Double 
Barrel They are given a choice of three rooms. All very dusty and Spartan. They settle in a little 
before midnight. Adelina Blazhennaya sits on their twin bed in a room with no window 
coverings. Just a window space with a sheet nailed to cover it.  

And then she cries heavily. 
Not at the overwhelming poverty; the blight scorched earth of the quarantine. Not for 

fallen friends and those surely to fall. The quiet tears of Adelina Blazhennaya were for herself. 
For to protect the man she loves and is so devoted she will lose everything and everyone she has 
ever known. This was a dying place. A ruined pocked and parched Island at or near the bottom of 
the mountain. Horror has exhausted tears, thinks she. She cries because what hope have they or 
humanity in general to win? Their enemies are hunting them. She is so far from Chelyabinsk 



Tank City. She cries and Sebastian holds her. Darkness seeps in. They take their place in the 
trenches joining the reality, the tragic ranks of newly freed slaves.  

It was one thing to follow a man into hell, it was another thing all together to fight your 
way from that hell to the heights of Mt. Olympus if not higher! No part of the stated American 
dream included any of this. 

But before there was a Haitian Emergency Group, before there was a resistance 
movement winning ground in both Haiti, Syria and the United American States. There was a 
mighty quake which took the lives of somewhere between 100,000 to 316,000 men, women and 
children, which struck the county on the morning of 12 January, 2010. Round large disparate 
numbers which revealed a great unknowing and uncaring. For when the oligarchy cannot crush, 
kill or discredit a thing they quarantine it. 

It was a spirit of solidarity that brought us from Brooklyn to stand beside our Haitian 
brothers and sisters in their darkest hour; it was the Haitian defiance of empires and the world 
system itself that made us stay in Hispaniola and continue the battle for freedom beside them.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1 
 

 
The date is 10 December of 2009 of the Common Era. The snow still falls heavy on the 

Isle of Man. It is the anniversary of universal human rights, but I’m mostly just trying to fuck 
this Russian girl I met in city university. The snow dropped open and the sky fell out and then we 
all had a 7 foot ice coat. So to keep warm I invited pugnacious and highly sassy Yelizaveta 
Kotlyarova to join me at the Wall Street Baths also called “Spa 88.” 

Way below ground, in the underground you can hear the rumble of the trains through the 
walls; three flights down below street level; is the wood ceilinged restaurant of a Russian 
Bathhouse Spa 88. It stinks of sweat and also vaguely of afterhours fornication, buried below the 
streets of the Financial District a long conversation is coming to a close. An emergency medical 
technician named Sebastian Adon is finishing up a supposedly good yarn to a slightly younger 
Russian-Ukrainian-Jewish medical student named Yelizaveta Alexandrovna Kotlyarova who has 
recently become his platonic confidant.  

The aim of such storytelling is that she might let him pour cold water upon her when she 
gets too hot, let him gaze at her nearly naked body, captivate him with her bright eyes and take in 
all his ambulance war stories. Of which he has plenty. He’s been writing to her for months. She 
has full and wavy real blond hair and she smiles with such mischievousness knowing that her 
beauty and bright smile stays with him long after she is gone. But, it’s not romantic never has 
been, she simply likes to hear him tell his yarns. Thus so far he has made no motion to kiss her. 
Everything is fully dilated. 

They know each from a student group many years ago, when all in this country talked 
more openly about equality. Sebastian Adon is an avid fan of former and post Soviets. And she is 
the loveliest Ivory he has ever known.  

Ivory is he clever rendition of the ethnic group Hebrew which is “EE-vree” when said by 
Israelis, and Yeli and he debate sometimes at length about the linguistic origins of the word Jew. 

They remind him of something that is tough and also fearless; loyal to a red line and of 
course exceedingly beautiful and open minded in the bed room to just about anything, he 
inherited his father Avraam’s gift for, curse for? Erotic undertones to everything. Adon has been 
writing Yelizaveta letters for over two years. He’s not sure why. Attention? It isn’t simply to 
sleep with her, well of course it is he’s a man. Although as a man of course he would not turn 
that prospect down for she is surely very beautiful. He’s a man always highly in need of a 
confidant, for he’s nearly always in some form of emergency mode.  

It has been a highly rocky road of activism, repeated arrest, trial and tribulation since he 
first came back from the State of Israel nearly ten years ago in 2001 shortly after the 9-11 martyr 
operation. He should have stayed, how he’s gone full Babylonian and locked into shift work at 
FDNY. 

To her he’s a fiery train wreck of comedy and tragic idealism. She observed him younger 
early in his student movement days, then briefly at Hunter University, once at yoga and on the 
Book Face for some time intermittently making snarky chatter. He cannot possibly be cut off 
from normal Amerikanski cloth, he’s weird. He is a curiosity to which she can devote sporadic 
time. A minor deviation from her studies at Stony Brook. 

They are now on Winter break and she needs a distraction from her bickering parents; her 
Jewish father, former Soviet dentist, now descending into light madness and her Ukrainian 
mother; a maid at the Benjamin hotel, a cattle driver toward her being a doctor. 



The story this time has been about his moral descent post deportation from the State of 
Israel, which just occurred a couple weeks before. He had recently attempted to return there to 
visit a long lost associate by the name of Maya Solomon.  

He was immediately arrested at the airport.  
His two days in Lod Prison were recounted and about Israelis not taking kindly to him 

working on a Palestinian ambulance for a week; four years prior was much of today’s yarn. The 
Israelis kind of hold a “whose suicide are you on” type grudge. About them beating him, 
waterboarding him, hitting him with lights, electricity and kicking him repeatedly in the groin 
bellowing in Russian. 

Sebastian Adon ethnically speaking is one quarter Irish; one quarter Russian; one quarter 
German; and some part Polish Jew; therefore he makes a good little Brooklyn mutt. Or perhaps 
at best an exceedingly good liberal New Yorker. He drives ambulances for FDNY going on two 
years in the South Bronx; he sometimes drinks too much liquor and brutalizes a girlfriend 
sexually; but nothing rapey or ultra-violent. Cuffs, anal, threesomes with whores, foursomes with 
couples, loads on tits and faces. Family oriented fun like that. The product of a generation raised 
on porn. He’s got loose and transient morals that he justifies with his ambiguous vocation. He 
likes the idea of human rights, but isn’t sure if humans know they have any, or sometimes if they 
deserve them. He likes the idea of communism, but isn’t clear why the communist revolutions 
were mostly violent autocracies. He has basic values that are in essence good, Yelizaveta agrees, 
though she is vaguely appalled to hear him speak of his sexacapades’ and depravities, they 
cheapen him profoundly in her eyes.  

She heard that Maria, his longest running ex, left him because he got drunk and swam 
into the Atlantic last September after a fight. The Russian rumor mill was faster medium than 
Book Face. 

Sebastian has led a small revolutionist club since his return from Israel in 2001 that has 
caused him considerable trouble; but alas capitalism still rules in the USA, despite his and others 
best efforts to defeat it.  

“There’s a half black president promising to end the wars, forgive student debt and 
provide universal free healthcare,” Yelizaveta says, “we weren’t all totally defeated.” 

“Why are you an ambulance man again?” she asks him”  
 

He says to her: 
 
‘An ambulance is a vehicle for transporting sick or injured people, to, from or between 

places of treatment for an illness or injury, or to heaven or hell. The term ambulance is used to 
describe a vehicle used to bring medical care to patients outside of the hospital or to transport the 
patient to hospital for follow-up care and further testing, or bring their souls to other vessels 
should they be fit enough to live again. The word is most commonly associated with the 
land-based, emergency motor vehicles that administer emergency care to those with acute 
illnesses or injuries, hereafter known as emergency ambulances, but in numerous developing and 
socialist nations community health workers have performed this work on foot and 
commandeered vehicles when needed. These are usually fitted with flashing warning 
lights and sirens to facilitate their movement through traffic. It is these emergency ambulances 
that are most likely to display the Star of Life, which represents the six stages of pre-hospital 
medical care. Other vehicles used as ambulances include trucks, vans, station 
wagons, buses, helicopters, fixed-wing aircraft, boats, and even hospital ships.’ 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vehicle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Illness
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Injury
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emergency
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emergency_medicine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emergency_vehicle_equipment#warning_lights
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emergency_vehicle_equipment#warning_lights
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Siren_(noisemaker)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emergency
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Star_of_Life
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helicopter
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fixed-wing_aircraft
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boat
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hospital_ship


 
“So says your Wikipedia,” smirks Emergency Medical Technician Sebastian Adon 

reading off his half smartphone, a little black android. 
 

“Why do you have to quote Wikipedia, like every six conversations”, mutters Yelizaveta 
Kotlyarova, perhaps the object of his desire, a perky, tough as nails golden blue eyed, blond 
haired, shut up he thinks, making words rhyme doesn’t make you any kind of poet. 

 
While completing a degree in Political Science at City University Sebastian took a job as 

an emergency medical technician and this seems to have tempered some of his previous radical 
fervor, but not by much.  

“I like helping my people,” comes his scripted response. 
“Are they your people?” she replies. 
“Everybody, who needs some help. Is my people I guess.” 
“Seems undiscerning.” 

 
After they get dressed and meet in the banya lobby where she tries to pay and he makes 

sure not to let her. He’s wearing a blue F.D.N.Y. ‘job shirt he’s gotten personally emblazoned 
with the Israeli flag, an irony under the circumstances of recent events. The Irish had been 
putting on such patches for years, however the window for other ethnicities was about to be cut 
short once the West Indians began wearing their flags into battle so to speak. He has bags under 
his eyes because he works life’s night shift. He wants her in every way a man can desire a 
woman but has never told her thus so far in the two years he’s known her. After Maria left he 
intensified the courtship. That is largely because he at first was fooled into loving another, lesser 
woman, second because he’s a coward when it comes to his actual emotions and did little to 
pursue the more likely reaction to his affections. Which was surely annoyance, mild 
bewilderment and likely rejection. So he just kept the letters about big ideas and small talk not 
passions. 

“I like collectively written documents. And you’re just being a snob because your 
teachers always tell you never use it. It’s a fucking great definition of an ambulance if you ask 
me.” 

Yeli likes things with scientific references. She likes looking up anything that seems 
suspect, which when it comes to Adon, is a lot. 

“I like some of your collectively written documents. But you go on and on sometimes and 
need to get to the point,” she says. 

“Sometimes your art is overdone, overdrawn, you make the boobs big and gross and 
subtract from your bold uniqueness, in my opinion,” she smiles. 

Yelizaveta likes things with references. But she is fully an artist at her core, in her heart 
and soul. She likes looking up almost anything that seems suspect, which when it comes to 
Adon, is a lot. She knows he keeps things from her to preserve a somewhat sanctimonious 
appearance of some kind of bohemian revolutionary ambulance hero. 

 
Just fifteen minutes before they’d both been lying near naked in a Russian Banya called 

Spa 88. He was putting the story on her about something crazy that had just gone down on what 
was supposed to be his first vacation in three years. After some other story about a threesome 
with Maria his ex. Which didn’t ever really happen, it was just something that turned him on to 



say in front of her. In reality, he had gotten into a fight with her in September on Block Island 
and followed Jeremey McGaffey’s ghost out to sea for several hours. The local police found him 
several hours later walking naked down the road with and carrying an enormous rock. 

He has a very subjective reality compared to the rest of us she thinks. 
She knows he keeps things from her to preserve a sanctimonious appearance of a 

bohemian revolutionary ambulance hero. 
 “I think you need to go back to school and get more medical training,” she says, “you’re 

a glorified cab driver with an oxygen tank. You’re not living up to your expectations of 
yourself.” 

“I’ll forgive your lack of appreciation. We’re god’s avenging angels with sirens I’ll have 
you know.”  

When Adon feels cornered he typically drops into even more grandiose rhetoric.  
 “Sebastian. You are a terrific story teller, but let’s not forget where we stand in life’s 

chain of command shall we. I am a student and you are a truck driver with a stethoscope, if we 
wish to be more than that there is such a long road ahead. ” 

He wishes she was less coy; less belittling of his profession and what was left of his 
idealism. He guesses it isn’t truly love, not when sentiments of rough degrading sex run across 
the conscience. But if it was simply her in the back of an ambulance type love, she’d have seen 
right through it, likely been appalled. He believes in impossible, undoable things. Kids himself 
into thinking he’s the man for the job. But she’s not impressed by all that.  

Sebastian Adon is of course in the twilight of his young adult life. He has been driving an 
ambulance for three years thinking someone would call him a hero at some point, hoping, 
believing that there was gonna be a chance to save some lives. 

“I’ve saved eight lives,” he informs her as he sometimes has before. It’s a justification for 
why he hasn’t quit the job yet. 

“Well don’t let anybody take that from you,” she retorts. 
“I want to reiterate that the reason we civil servants feel so entitled is that the rest of you 

are unwilling to work the conditions we are and face the raw unadulterated bullshit the people of 
this city are quite willing to put us through. We guard you while you sleep and you pay us like 
pizza men. I think this job has taken more from us than we were able to give to our city. And 
when the city is gone I assure you it is because we have abandoned hope in it.” 

“You’re so preachy and poetic, I kinda hate, but sort of love it,” she utters as she rubs her 
fingers together, “That, Tovarish is the world’s smallest violin playing just for you.” 

Adon is the kind of man who at this juncture can still be motivated by even the world’s 
smallest violin. At least to him life then has a theme song.  
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Her name is Barbera Jean-Loiuise Albert. You say the last name with French kinda 

accent twang. Her slave name was Barbara anyway, almost everyone even a Haitian didn’t have 
a historical name. She works on a Transcare 911 contract unit out of Brooklyn Hospital.  

 
In her own words: 
 
“Only reason I’m out here this gorgeous Friday evening is that I don’t make a living 

wage and thus do an insane amount of overtime to keep myself in the lifestyle to which I am 
accustomed. I want to be a firewoman. I made the list, I passed the physical, and then the 
recession bullshit happened. Come the fuck on, I said to myself; I’ve paid my dues. It’s time for 
them to let me the hell out of this chicken shit outfit, this EMS bullshit. It's 19:05, and I’m gonna 
bang out at midnight. The rain is beating down on the windshield, and I’m praying to black baby 
returning King Seventh Day Adventist Jesus that we don’t get any more damn jobs.” 

“Now don’t get me wrong, cherie. I have no romantic ideas about fire suppression. A 
woman, a black woman, I know the deck isn’t stacked in my favor over there in the 
goomba-squad. But you know what? I been asking myself a lot lately. What it is exactly those 
people do for $110,000 plus a year that makes them so much more valuable to the department 
than me. My unit is in the shit. We could do ten jobs a day on a summer shift in the Stuy. I don’t 
wanna say some shit like those firefighters don’t work. Oui, they work a bit. And a real blaze, 
albeit hard to come by these days happens and yeah they heroically run in. 

 
But by the number wise. Come the fuck on. Things don’t burn here like they used to. 
 
In my five years in 911 EMS I’ve gotten fifteen confirmed saves. That’s eleven returns of 

spontaneous circulation in the field post cardiac arrest and four ‘hauled my ass at the speed of 
light to King’s county after some young brother got blasted away.’ They only gave me nine little 
sheets of accommodation because I think one of the arrests bottomed out in the ER 40 hours in. 
And they don’t give out nothing for the shots and stabs. For ass hauling, lifesaving spectaculars. 

I carried three tight asthmatic pediatrics out of projects and got them intubated up in my 
bus and on the treatment. Nothing for that! I’m saying I don’t want a bonus or nothing but the 
sum total of my work, of my personal life saving five year total is high as hell. And yeah I buff, 
but you gotta buff to keep it all interesting. 

I’m a fast Haitian motherfucker. My hands move so damn fast at that wheel I can clock 
under four minutes on any notification anywhere in the borough of Brooklyn. I am a demon 
behind the wheel. And if not for the recession I’d be getting’ mine. I’d make it through their 
academy and be up on a ladder by now. Savin’ property not life is where the green is. The fame 
too. Just last week the Daily News ran a two page spread about a fire engine crew that delivered 
a baby on the Belt. Not to be a complete hater, but I delivered six babies now. They even named 
one after my unit, Sonja “B” Carter. ‘Cause I hold it down in the Stuy. Nap boulay!  

 



It’s aggravating that the press loves the fire fighters so much. Not that they don’t deserve 
it, it’s just we need a little love too. It gets to a tech when year after year they go out in the 
trenches and they feel more like a cab driver than a medical professional. We always post the 
firefighter saves in the lounge whenever we see them, as if to say we do that shit too you know. 
We save lives too. It’s been near a decade since the merger and still they shit on us. They still 
think we’re the red headed step children of the emergency services.  

But them cops, they know. They see us out there more doing our thing with the shots, and 
stabs, and EDPs. I heard just a week ago some EDP put a gun up in some crews face and 
demanded that his girlfriend be given Narcs. EMTs don’t carry narcs. We got Aspirin (the ASA), 
Albuterol, Oral Glucose (a fancy word for a sugar tube) and Oxygen. That’s it. TV has everyone 
thinking we’re paramedics. Anyhow, I got upwards of thirty recognized and mostly 
unrecognized saves and I want out. I want my goddamn promotion because I’m closing in on 29 
year of age and then they cut ya, no list for you!  

I heard that an EDP motherfucker nearly shot two of our boys last week on 44I in 
Brownsville. Heard he shot his girlfriend, hit an MOS close range in the leg, then shot himself. 
The crew member saved the cop by hitting that EDP with his asp thirty times in the face. 
Bleeding out his damn leg he called a 10-13 and held direct pressure on the wounded cop. Don’t 
see that in the Daily News. Don’t get any thanks when we have to act like enforcement. But a 
Fireman who delivers a baby is a god among men. Or a firefighter who does just about anything 
in front of a camera.  

I want out of all this biullshit. I want into that Fire Department hustle. I need the stimulus 
money to stop getting ‘lost’ in paperwork before it trickles down to EMS. I need to stay in shape, 
not burn out, and not let the resentment take over me. They say it’s for the good of the service, 
but I’d like the service to do a little good for me.  

 
“31Sam for the Trauma on Livonia,” the dispatcher cuts into my thoughts. 
“East New York,” mutters my partner Melvin Clarke. He’s a 6 foot 6 Jamaican.  
“31Sam. I got this trauma and I ain’t got any other units available,” the dispatcher Shirley 
states, too always too camp casual on the air. 
She tones us up, the loud extended beep to wake up sleeping crews. 
“31Sam pick up your radio or you’re going out of service!” 
“31Samuel! Send it over central!” I hoot into the radio. It comes over flashing on the 

KDT. 
“That looks really, really bad,” Melvin mutters. I glance at it without reading anything. 
“Yup. Let’s ride,” I say not looking. “Central show us extended!” 
Clarke taps me on the shoulder, points me to the screen. He never mentions the job 

enroute unless it might matter. They mostly get something wrong but the KDT tells clues, things 
you can use to triage your own response speed and motivation. Apparently a dog is eating a little 
girl’s face. I move far faster now. Faster than the speed of public safety, probably only 
sometimes.  What is the actual speed of human life?  
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Now I used to believe that Hashem and I had a special thing going. In light of my 
constant altruist insinstint. But also because I’m only half a Jew. My mother is a convert to 
Reform, which doesn’t make the cut for the Orthodox ones.  
 

Sebastian admits: 
 

“In my own strange logic I assumed I was half blessed and every year it would alternate 
between one of hardship and one of plenty, but after a while I realized this theory was wrong. I 
had not actually had a blessed year in some time.” 
 

It hasn’t been a good year. Sebastian’s a Jew at heart. At heart he starts counting the year 
from September. It’s the 20th of December in 2009.  Jeremy’s been dead for about a year. Those 
pagans from Garretson Beach tried to kill Sebastian and Maria, Nick and Angelica on the Q 
train. Then F.D.N.Y. hired him because he was all over the local news. And then Maria left, she 
left him about six months ago, after a little episode on Block Island that scared her too bad. And 
then he went back to Israel and got arrested for subversive activity.  A real shit year all things 
considered. It isn’t rounding out to be the decade he’d hoped for either.  

He’d believed in so many things at once. Had so much sense of possibility for life! The 
hope, the feeling of possible changes. The want for greater justice seems so palpable. For 
freedom fighting via militant nonviolence. Making bombs that don’t kill. Things he learned in 
the Middle East. 

Now, it seemed maybe he’d pass the firefighter promotional. Maybe become an F.D.N.Y. 
Lt. first. And lead a noble but simple working class life. A Boxing Fire nurse, with some small 
business. Own a one bedroom in Brooklyn. Maria left him over the ghosts of Jeremey. But she 
also left him cause he had pretty much stopped fucking her for a year. 

Adon has been technically working for the F.D.N.Y. Bureau of EMS since January of 
2008. A month into the Academy his best friend Jeremy took a pistol to his foolish head and got 
off two rounds, allegedly. Now that was over zealous work. Two shots to the head and from this 
world departed the best partner Sebastian ever had. Jeremy and Sebastian used to organize 
people back in college. They tried to make a little change in the community. They’d work and 
talk and travel together and built a revolutionary social club of several hundred young people 
dedicated to “human rights and real change”. They were a pretty good team. But now Jeremy 
was dead and Sebastian didn’t believe human beings were all that good anymore after about two 
years in the South Bronx and Bedford Stuyvesant, East New York and Bronsville. And the other 
places where the sidewalk ends in New York City. 

Before F.D.N.Y., Adon used to work on a Transcare Transport Unit. About a month after 
Jeremy died on January 31st of 2008 Adon worked his last Transcare shift with a paramedic 
named Victor Cange. After dropping out of the F.D.N.Y. Academy for the funeral  he picked up 
overtime where he could.  
 

He’ll retell it to you in a flashback: 
 



“It's late night, in the old city, sometime around 4 in the morning, no calls, the transport 
bus was seated somewhere out deep in Canarsie, waiting for orders on the Nextel for work. As 
Transcare tended to assign per diem employees random partners, Cange and Adon were total 
strangers, met that night.  It was a Sunday, Victor Cange tried to never work on Saturday ‘cause 
it was the Lord’s Day. He was a practicing Adventist now and had recently been educated how 
the Lord’s Day was actually Saturday, not Sunday. Sebastian always tried to work on Sunday 
because everyone else had been fooled into thinking it was “the lord's day”, and that drove the 
call volume down.” 

“Why’d you become an E.M.T.?” Victor Cange asks him. 
“To do the Lord’s work,” Sebastian lies. 
“Brother Amen.” 
The conversation then turned to God and the Jews, and it was a conversation that had 

gotten old to Sebastian, as he’d had by now with what seemed like every other black person he’d 
ever rode with, a talk about god, late at night, on an ambulance, a talk about Jews. Blacks were 
obsessed with Jews it seemed to Sebastian, couldn’t decide just how anti-Semitic they were as a 
people, the answer was that blacks were pretty anti-Semitic as a people. Victor wasn’t though.
They talk for a while, their palaver leaves an impression on Victor, but to Sebastian it’s the same 
old song he’s been singing to blacks for years. But he likes them as much as he likes the Soviets, 
which is to say more than anyone else via projedice. 

“The lord’s work is often done by an unwittingly righteous person I’ll have you know,” 
Sebastian interjects. 

“Amen to that too brother. God has a plan and man is filled with all sorts of arrogance 
that he can generate one. Always better to let the lord work through you.” 

Black people are just fuckin’ loaded with biblical insight, thinks Sebastian. But 
Sebastian’s lungs are black and his heart too. So some of that knowledge he can relate to. But, 
Sebastian doesn’t believe in God any more, has no use for her. It, whatever.  

It has seemed increasingly that he is to walk his life Alone. In the past year, tragedy in the 
form of questionable suicide struck. Everything had gotten a little surreal since then. He’d 
retreated into his work, the bringing out of the sick and dying. By the time he met Victor Cange, 
there wasn’t too much going for him, days he slept, nights he worked, and on free days he was 
drunk, bad, bad-evil drunk. 

 
“God even has a plan for you brother,” Victor had told him. 

 
He doubted it. He deeply missed Jeremy, often wondered what kind of guy lets his best 

friend off himself without seeing it coming. He’d seen him a week before he did it out at 
Woodhull hospital psychiatric. He wonders what kind of piece of shit he is when that’s the best 
friend he respectively takes on. He wonders if he’ll ever get the nerve to kill himself. 

Sometimes Sebastian sits on the Brooklyn Bridge ledge. All horrorshow dark thoughts 
and he wonders if he has the nerve to jump. Imagines his body hitting the cold blue black brine 
and moving on to the sweet hereafter. He doesn’t mind the ambulance work, seeing all these sick 
and dying people. He’s already dead. His body just has to catch up with his mind.  
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My name is Scott Sevastra. I’m 33 and slightly overweight with silver freckled hair and 

spectacles. I wear spectacles, not glasses. That’s different. Adon and I both work out of Station 
35 in the garbage Woodhull Hospital on something called vacation relief, which means we 
hardly ever work the same unit, with the same person twice. Vacation Relief is a fancy way of 
saying ‘people not showing up to work relief’. If Adon has a friend on the job, that buddy would 
be me. I used to be a firefighter in Schenectady. He never lets me live that down. 
 Adon and I work out of the Woodhull Hospital’s garbage hangers where 35 is based, the 
so-called ‘Belly of the Beast’. That would make sense maybe if north meant down, and the belly 
was called Bed Stuy, and the lower intestines and organs were Crown Heights, Brownsville, East 
New York, Canarsie, Flat Bush, East Flatbush; and the nefarious beast was black people. Who 
do seem to call the ambulances more than anyone else. The whole Woodhull complex looks like 
the death star, all cast iron exterior, towers and flood lights. It looks like a place to die. 

One would suppose the worst of the beast is called Bedford Stuyvesant, Brownsville, 
Crown Heights and East New York and we do about 7 jobs in 8 hours in those BLS units 
assigned to these four neighborhoods. The South Bronx is really busy too, but not Central 
Brooklyn Busy. Bedstuy is a real shit hole. No matter what color you are. It’s a bunch of dirty 
row houses that get no light and the people get no opportunity to do more than collect 
government money and get into shoot outs over stupid beef and universal staring problems. 

To some this work is like a “calling”. We were all drawn here for different reasons, some 
were quite noble, and some were not. Tammany Hall is fifty years dead but being an Irish 
grandson of a firefighter still opens a few doors. They call it ‘legacy’. It goes in a file, then 
without being officially recognized other than a checkbox will wind a new E.M.T. in Station 43 
Coney Island then over to the Rock in a year to “promote to suppression”. There are a myriad of 
systemic problems around here. But you have to have a fairly analytical mind to see their 
connectivity. 

After the towers fell a wave of civil service activism-romanticism swept the nation and 
the F.D.N.Y were once again working class rock stars. A brief era of patriotism took hold and 
the ranks of the emergency services were stocked with young men and women who might have 
gone white collar except for the collective ejaculation of national trauma. The F.D.N.Y., the 
greatest full time-part time job secret the Irish and Italians ever kept were quickly recouping man 
power and by 2003 the waiting list for the Fire Suppression open competitive exam was nearly 
25,000 deep. EMS was the expeditious way to cut that line if you weren’t legacy, hadn’t passed 
high school, and may or may not have been in the top of your physical class.  

In 1995 Giuliani merged various emergency services to cut the costs of their respective 
civilian bureaucracies. F.D.N.Y. was 98% white, catholic and male while EMS was heavily 
integrated. F.D.N.Y. with a force of nearly 12,000 fire fighters couldn’t justify keeping that 
many trucks in the field. EMS was already doing nearly a million calls a year with a force of 
under 3,000. The merger was toxic to everyone involved and it took another decade for the 
firemen to even look us in the eyes when we arrived on scene. 

I wasn’t here for most of that. I was a paramedic and a volunteer firefighter in the city of                   
Schenectady upstate. I earned a degree in Fire Science and was promoted to paramedic via my                
volunteer company. Everywhere but NYC becoming an EMT or a Paramedic is a promotion. In               
the city of many lights you promote to fire fighting. I became an EMT because my uncle was a                   



paramedic and I grew up in the glow of emergency lighting. I was built for this mentally. In the                   
words of technician Adon; ‘I possess the constitution to take this as far as it needs to go.’ 

There is no money in this. We probably lose 8 brothers and sisters a month to just about                  
any other thing hiring. Attrition continues to thin the ranks. Studies report a disproportionately              
high rate of divorce, alcoholism, and suicide in EMS comparatively to Fire or Law Enforcement.               
We are asked and often mandated to work 12 to 16 hours a day in adverse conditions, in some of                    
the most depressed regions of the country with outdated low-bid equipment, little public support,              
and virtually no encouragement from the city we serve. Moral is so low that the national                
statistics report that the average span of an EMS career is a little under four years. The                 
department asks us for 25. Run the numbers and that’s why we’re always at 60%, that’s why you                  
can find as much overtime as you can swallow. 

Out of the 8 that leave each month, 5 quit, normally within their second year. 2; their                 
number came up on a civil service test; normally PD, Sanit, Correction or Suppression. The last                
one sustained a line of duty injury; real or concocted to get them off the streets on LODI for a                    
few months to collect AFLAC benefits. We lose members far faster than they can recruit. There                
is a virtually endless pool of EMTs to draw from, but most worth their salt go work for a                   
Voluntary Hospital and can triple the wage we make. Others just know that the department will                
bleed you dry chasing a pension and a dream. They have recruiting posters in city shelters if that                  
says anything. 

The critical systemic problem is twofold. First because of low pay, hard hours and 
appallingly low morale we lose our toughest and bravest to the firefighter promotional at a rate 
of a few hundred every three years. We lose our brighter and more ambitious members to the 
private sector and the field of nursing. This leaves us with a broken mish mash of skells, burn 
outs, a few zealots and a high rate of obesity in the ranks. The other side of this is the lowered 
expectations to close the staffing gaps.  That means on a segment 1-3 priority call you might get 
a truck load of CFR and long board trained firemen or a waddling glob of minority goo with a 
gold chain and an untucked shirt.  

“This job is a calling. You either believe that or you’re on your way out,” I say to 
Sebastian. 

But Sebastian is staring off into the night. He’s chasing ghosts from the past again. 
“You can’t have an unrequited love affair with a whole people! Not for a whole damn 

country,” I tell him. 
He doesn’t hear me, he’s not the old him. Not the charismatic rebel who started “the 

Banshee Association”.  
In November of 2008 Adon, myself and eight other EMTs started a quasi-clandestine 

group, a new otriad called the Banshee Association. An EMS fraternal organization grounded in 
universal Human Rights. We’d sense put out three issues of our newspaper citywide and made 
quite a name for ourselves as a ‘Jew-Commy conspiracy to ruin EMS for white people’.  

The Brothers and the Latinos who make up over 3/5 of the force of 13,000 seem to 
support it though. There’s really only one newspaper for true blue EMS sedition, and that paper 
is “the Banshee”. Our editorials rant along the lines of: 
 

“They say there’s no rest for the wicked, but I haven’t done anything that truly bad in 
quite some years. These streets will run you ragged. Bleed you dry if you’re inclined to let the 
reaper take you. But on a long enough time line everyone is going to die. Oh, Technician Adon 
sing the blues:  



“Our mission, in so far as our misnamed, disheveled, browbeaten lot; can call the nature 
of our trade a profession with a mission. It is that when you die you may do so in a warm bed, 
surrounded by Jewish doctors, West Indian nurses, attentive and curious, cute, young internists, 
and of course your family. All around you pouring out that thing called love before your long 
kiss goodnight.” 

It has been said that on a long enough timeline our kind will lose all ability to feel. That 
one of our number might stand above a mass of splashed and splattered organs, avulsed 
intestines scattered across a black tarmac in the glow of streets cast upon our troop; to then light 
a cigarette, make a stupid fucking joke; and then take a camera phone picture of your son’s 
dismembered corpse. There are rules against such conduct, but not a one in our number would 
turn away. If your son’s body lay splayed across the freeway, before that thing called god one at 
least or more would say a silent prayer, reach down their blue gloved hands and wrap a hospital 
sheet shroud over the body, close his eyes. And perhaps the one of us with the camera phone 
might say something crude or racist, normally to a cop doing crowd containment, to show our 
compatriots he or she felt nothing. But when your son or daughter fell, ingloriously in a bloody 
heap, it was us who carried their bodies off that street, it was us who had gang rushed, blaring in 
that dead of night racing bravely to save them. We’d do anything in our means to bring them 
back to you for just one moment more. 

“I don’t want you to try and call us heroes. We just want you to know that we have given 
everything to our trade, every drop of our sweat, every ounce of our blood drained; to our or 
third or second marriages, to our child support bills, to our black lungs and swollen livers, before 
we find pension we’ve poured out upon these streets our humanity for you in the 25 years of 
servitude to our city of many, many lights.”  

“We don’t want a Daily News two page Spread on the four through six; and I don’t think 
you’d buy a calendar of me topless in my PPE out-city, ‘heat resistant’ post-911 fireman pants to 
raise money for our fallen soldiers. Well maybe of you would. We don’t need their medal 
ceremonies, their cheap metal bars to pin about our blue collared breasts. I just want you to know 
we exist, and that we’re coming as fast as we can, and that we’ve sacrificed ourselves 
completely, become a changed people trying to help, and remember! You called us.” 

So read the preamble ramble. The Editorial of the Banshee Newspaper issue 3. The only               
rank and file controlled EMT-Paramedic Newspaper. A paper founded by me, Scott Sevastra and              
Adon in November the year prior. The paper made the Department fucking crazy. It was               
probably only a matter of time before they began firing people. But, since the Israelis worked                
him up in Lod Prison. Since his girl Maria left him. Since he can’t get over his friend's death,                   
since he may in fact be “bipolar”, well Adon isn’t talking so tough anymore. Our other Banshee                 
Association leader Mickhi DBrisk, an E.M.T. over at Transcare called me. 

“He ain’t got no girl, he ain’t got no country, he hates his job and slinging papers ain’t 
gonna save him. You watch his ass,” DBrisk had told Scott Sevastra, “just the slightest thing 
could set him on a road to total self-destruction.” 

 
It was nearly New Years of 2010. We were all a little worried about Technician Adon. 

The Department has him on a black list for slated termination and so does the State of Israel 
maybe. He has a bad habit of making new friends in all the most powerless places. 
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Paramedic Victor Cange is working Transport Unit 808 out of the Transcare Main base in 

Canarsie. He is slim and wears thick black glasses. It’s Christmas and he shouldn’t be here, but 
his church teaches Jesus wasn’t really even born on the 25th, not even born in December. His 
partner is a tall Jamaican named E.M.T. Micky DBrisk. Mickhi is smoking a Newport out the 
Ambulance window. He’s watching the snow and thinking about his son Jayden. 
 

“I just need to get out of Transcare,” Victor mutters to Mickhi. 
“This bullshit ain’t worth no $10.25 an hour,” Mickhi responds. 
“When is your Medic upgrade class finishing?”  
“It’s complicated,” that’s Mickhi’s way of saying he doesn’t wanna go into it. Suddenly 

Mickhi becomes talkative. 
“Son, no one has ever heard of my job classification. I am technically not an “ambulance 

driver” because I do not generally ever drive, being that I have no license to do so, and I am not a 
“medic” because that would imply I was a Paramedic in our EMS vernacular; and my 
qualification certainly prolongs life, but does little to diagnose and virtually nothing to treat. You 
can become State certified to do my job by sitting through a three month class and being over the 
age of 18. I believe people as young as 16 perform our skill set on Volunteer Ambulances and as 
young as 14 in developing countries. It’s about eight basic life support skills you need to perform 
for a medical and traumatic emergency and sixty some odd sets of signs and symptoms it would 
be good to memorize, but a frighteningly small percentage of my graduating EMS class could 
recite off less than six months out of the program.” 

“What’s yer point brother? Didn’t you read the memo, no one’s ever gonna say thank you 
except the patients. ” Victor Cange asks. 

“I can’t remember the last time that happened. I was one of ten brothers in my class of 65 
at LaGuardia Community College which is viewed as one of the best EMS training centers in 
NYC. They made this game out a whole lot different than it turned out to be.”  

“Well if you’re white in EMS: you’re crazy, a fuck up, or tryin’ to be a fireman for the 
F.D.N.Y. Then again, if you’re any other ethnicity in EMS you gotta be just a little crazy, a fuck 
up, or attempting to become a nurse. Because when it comes down to it: we are the hip hop of the 
Healthcare Industry. We make money takin’ lives. Ain’t savin’ nobody on the long enough; not 
even yourself.” 

 
Victor Continues:  
 
“We can’t make you better like a doctor can, we don’t have to slightly pretend to care 

like a nurse does; we can’t stabilize in a pre-hospital setting via our own training like a PA can; 
we are EMS; people shoot at us because we look like police in the din of narrow housing project 
lighting; we might not know what you have but we can keep you alive for at least seven more 
minutes; and unless you’re missing your head, you’re not legally dead until we get you to a 
hospital.” 

“Ain’t that the truth,” says EMT Mickhi DBrisk.  



On the wall of the Transcare Men’s room at the Brooklyn Base in Canarsie on 800 Bank 
Street: ‘We scare ‘cause we Care’ is scrawled in sharpie in the men’s room second stall.  

“I work for the Wal-Mart of ambulance corps I’m fond of saying. At $10.00 an hour I 
have a worse healthcare package and wage than a Starbucks employee. And I don’t get any stock 
options after six months. We are the city’s, and soon to be country’s largest ambulance provider. 
I was hired exactly two months ago; most employees quit or transfer after six months when they 
go 911; and be nervous about the ones that don’t. Transcare is an enormous business like 
virtually everything else about Healthcare in America. I spent less than a day of the five day 
training being reassessed for skill retention; the remaining time went into how to prevent myself 
(and the company) from being sued, how to tastefully obtain patient insurance information, and 
how to properly fill out the Patient Care Forms so that that we can legal bind the patient incase 
their insurance won’t cover the cost of their trip.” 

“This shit is business more than its medical profession,” notes Mickhi. 
 “Like most Americans, you and I are terribly misinformed when it comes to how the dark 
underbelly of how the Healthcare system functions in this country. It may be illegal for us not to 
transport a person who can’t or won’t sign, but this company will terminate technicians that 
transport those that can’t sign “too often”.  

Mickhi tosses his mostly finished boag out into the falling snow. Mickhi is an activist 
with the Adon’s club; on paper at least it’s Chief of Operations. Cange talks like an activist, but 
he isn’t one. Like most of EMS, he likes to explain, likes to complain, but it won’t lead to 
activism. Mickhi gets that, Sevastra and Adon don’t.  

Victor pauses then resumes his critical stress debriefing, “During patient assessment a 
transport E.M.T. obtains vitals; while the other ensures the airway, adequate breathing, and 
circulation. We gather a past medical history, a list of medications, any known allergies, and pick 
up any paperwork from relatives of the hospital or nursing home that might give us more clues to 
the patient’s current condition. At some point, generally when they’re loaded onto the 
ambulance, we ask them to sign a form that most E.M.T.’s describe as a patient confidentiality 
statement, but it is actually a billing release. It is drilled into us in our retrain days 2 through 5 
that we must always obtain a signature. That’s because it costs several hundred dollars for an 
ambulance ride. People wrongly think that calling 911 is a quick free way to see a doctor. That 
isn’t a very realistic conception at all.” 

“Nope, F.D.N.Y. shakes um for about 500 to 1,000 too,” says Mickhi.  
“My work for Transcare brings me into the projects, townhouses, homes, and apartments 

of New Yorkers in all five boroughs. We also bring patients to places like Connecticut, Long 
Island, and Upstate New York. I always have a different partner because I work irregular shifts 
generally overnights and weekends. Most shifts will mandate you to work over 12 hours. One 
makes plans with a cushion when working; you’ll always be late if you have plans after work.” 

Mickhi has heard all this before, said a hundred different ways. The paper articulates a lot 
of these basic points, putting in writing what most already now via word of mouth.  

Says Victor Cange, “My partners fall into two categories of which I am in the second. 
The first have been here more than six months and have made a profession in EMS transport; 
that is to say non-911 pick-ups of the morbidly obese, chronically ill, or psychiatrically unstable. 
They like the job because by the third year it comes close to Starbucks pay and is particularly 
accommodating to larceny and laziness collectively. Going 911 would mean working harder, 
going to another Private company or F.D.N.Y. might mean working harder and being more 
tightly scrutinized.”  



Only about half of Transcare employees are EMS. They also operate a fleet of non-EMS 
Access-a-Ride Paratransit buses) are in this category.  Everyone else is out of here in six months, 
Mickhi and Victor included. The remaining group is generally right out of school and looking to 
quickly accumulate experience before they either go 911 and transfer to a better private or get 
accepted into the F.D.N.Y. Academy for EMS.  

“A small subgroup of the second category is just logging the 200 hours they need to go 
Paramedic. The real difference in partners is those that want to do this career or those that see it 
as a complicated hustle getting paid to do precious little. It should reassure you slightly to know 
most of the people who will be doing this on the 911 level care enough to keep their skills sharp, 
even if the care enough level dies over time.” 

“I care enough to care,” admits Mickhi DBrisk, “One day when Ayden asks what an 
E.M.T. is, I’m not going to recount even a single story about my work. There’s something really, 
really trite and cliché about an E.M.T. or Paramedic rattling off some crazy war story. The only 
thing more pathetic I feel is when an alcoholic or drug addict does it. You should take it for 
granted we see things that are crazy every single shift we work. It’s a big city full of people that 
are sick and dying.”  

“I find that most of my partners from your second category have a micro/macro view of 
our work. On the larger macro level we are a vital link in the emergency response chain able to 
get the sick and wounded to a hospital that in NYC is never more than seven minutes away,” 
Victor responds. 

“Our job at its most basic is to quickly bring the dead and dying to somewhere they can 
be kept alive,” says Mickhi.  

“On the one on one micro-level we are the people bringing out the sick and dying when 
they are scared and with the people they love. More than any other link in the Healthcare chain 
we deal with people at their most vulnerable and it falls on us to earn their trust with our 
compassion. I keep songs on my cell phone in sixty different languages; people’s faces light up 
when I play them as we drive to the hospital,” explains Victor. 

“One of my partners keeps several copies of the Malcolm X Autobiography for when we 
transport wounded prisoners to psychiatric wards and infirmaries. Another keeps teddy bears in 
his jump bag,” laughs Mickhi. 

“A lot of people are a little out of it when we move them. Some beg for Jesus to take 
them or tell as terrible stories of tragic lives. A lot of people want to die because this life has 
been so hard on them. I try and make them feel special, or at least respected. Sometimes I’ll get 
people over a hundred years old and I’ll try and get them to tell me a story about their life. 
Sometimes I’ll transport a desperate middle-aged soul still quite totally confused about the 
purpose of their life.” 

“It’s sort of easier to give someone a toy or a book and competently engage in a transport 
than to have that sort of universal empathy that lets you communicate your sympathy in a way 
that’s genuine; if it’s forced it's counterproductive and you should stick to the competency and 
giving of gifts,” says Mickhi. 
 “You can’t just nod your head and whisper sweet nothings of compassion; you have to 
empathize via a real experience to be related back. You have to honestly care, not transCare,” 
states Victor Cange. 

“People are either very scared or very intent upon dying. I’ve seen a person survive a 
nine-story drop because they were hyped up on PCP and believed in a thing called love,” war 
stories Mickhi. 



 “I’ve seen a partner restore stable vitals to someone with a “Do-Not-Resuscitate-Order” 
with a bag valve mask and the blasting of gospel music,” war stories Victor.  

“I’ve seen people slip a twenty to bunch of kids when their single mother went to the ER 
so they could get something to eat,” war stories Mickhi right back. 
 “We are absolutely not paid enough to care. We can only engage in this line of work on a 
long enough time line because of the human good we are able to do. The death and suffering 
would surely take its toll on our mental health if we did not find outlets to make our works worth 
more than a skill set,” explains Victor, “that’s why I’m gonna become a doctor one day.  

“I’ll tell you straight up; I would never have gone into East New York if it hadn’t been 
for this job. I wouldn’t be learning Spanish, I wouldn’t have such a large collection of foreign 
music; I wouldn’t know my city nearly as well as I’m about to in the next few years. This job is 
good because it is compatible with my sleeping habits, values, and allows me to flex my 
empathy,” says Mickhi lighting another Newport. Victor cringes.  

“You will learn to believe in a thing called love when you a carry a nameless 87 y/o 
woman in your arms who has no legs, has an external bladder you must also carry called a Foley 
Catheter that has made her sheets stink of urine; and although quite blind she “sees the light in 
you” and wants you to pray with her even when you ain’t been to church in a hot minute,” says 
Victor. Victor went to Church yesterday. He’s rubbing it in with Mickhi as he sometimes does. 

Victor continues: “I always feel like I’m bearing witness to the end of the world each 
Friday I go out. The clamor of the ER, the speeding around on lights and sirens, the murmurs of 
your dead and dying, and the precious little we’re good for except maintaining your vitals and 
proving to you we care. Or perhaps each shift we must prove it over and over again to ourselves; 
because it isn’t the paycheck and benefits that keep us out in that bus; it’s a love we can’t explain 
for people who we are not obligated to love or empathize for; but have to if we want to keep up 
this work.” 

“There are a lot of sick people in this city; some made sick by circumstance, some by 
trauma, and many by ignorance about personal health. We will treat them all irrespective of 
class, race, religion, gender, or sexual orientation,” says Mickhi almost paraphrasing the Banshee 
Operating guide he helped write.  

“But I’m only busting out the pillow if you’re old, or if you’re Haitian,” jokes Victor. 
The night is brick as hell. Christmas dinner for Mickhi was a Bodega sandwich and a 

pack of Newport regulars from “Obama Fried Chicken” on Rockaway Parkway. He fills the tiny 
confines of the compartment with carbon monoxide.  

“I don’t play games and I don’t take prisoners. I got buck wild debt brah, I got child 
support to pay and still got big dreams,” says Dbrisk.  

“Amen.” 
“Just nine more hours of this bullshit to go, then we get up off the plantation.” 
“Hey brother, Amen,” says Victor Cange. 
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On 11 January 2010 Ms. Emma Solomon arrives in the City of Port-au-Prince. She is 
athletic in build. She has an olive tan. Her brown hair is still flowing and while she claims she is 
Canadian. She travels on a Spanish passport. She has some noble data within the space between 
her ears that must be passed quietly to underground on this island.  She carries with her a black 
baby in a swaddling cloth and a hard copy of the New Social Gospel.  

The Haitian customs agent turns around to face her. Lord is she beautiful! With long 
flowing brown hair and a smile to disarm any man or woman she comes across. He catches the 
baby on her chest like a second later, but that smile catches him off guard for a full minute. 
because he just doesn’t really look at that in a woman as prominently as before. And with that 
smile, that little baby, her beauty and her tan Blan skin. He doesn’t bother to search anything at 
customs, waves her along.  

She is a little taller than her curly blonde, spunky travel companion Ms. Phoebe Rusche 
the courier. Emma looks like a warrior and Phoebe looks like a hippy. Phoebe is a lover and 
admirer of Haiti and a talented aspiring writer. She has been offered a job as a masseuse at the 
Hotel Olofsen and plans to stay there for some time writing her latest book. Emma has hired the 
young Phoebe to bring her into Haiti and make an introduction for her at the legendary Hotel 
Olofsen to a certain Mr. Morse. 

 
Phoebe recounts her impressions: 
 
“I flew from Chicago to Miami, Miami to Port-au-Prince. At O’Hare airport I sat next to 

a couple with a baby boy. The father held his hands and sang while he danced obligingly, a 
clumsy baby cha-cha, fat round limbs tottering cutely to the beat. The mother eyed me. “Are you 
a missionary?” she asked. “No.” “You work for an N.G.O.?” “No.” “Writing a book about 
voodoo?” “No.” She seemed perplexed. I saw them again in the Miami terminal, the father 
holding his son tight.          
                On the plane I sat next to a priest. He wore a cassock and thin wire-rimmed glasses. 
His face was very kind. He asked me if I liked to sing and I said yes and he wrote down the name 
and address of his church. Port-au-Prince wheeled below us. It was cloudy, the harbor colored 
slate. I saw hills carved out of the earth itself, shanties like some metastasizing growth, some 
blight. “No trees,” the priest apologized. He eyed me. I tried to keep my expression neutral. 
“People say bad things about us. You will decide for yourself.” 
                “Good luck,” he said as we stepped onto the tarmac. “I think you will like Haiti. 
Contact me if you need anything. Come sing in my choir!” 
                There were only two baggage claim carousels at Toussaint LOuverture International 
Airport. I stepped up to the dolly-rental window and attempted to speak in Creole.  

“‘Luggage’ tanpri?” 
The woman behind me in line laughed. She was very pretty with curly braids and laugh 

lines by her eyes and a denim skirt and stylish leather boots. 
                “I’m sorry,” I said. 



                “No, it’s wonderful that you are even trying,” she said, and introduced herself as 
Chantelle from Evanston, a Chicago suburb not far from where I live. She was visiting her 
parents. She and her brother helped me lift my bags off the carousel onto my cart. 
                Two bored looking policemen pretended to rifle through our things before hurrying us 
along. Outside it was humid, the air pregnant, electric. The leaves of the trees were fat and waxy. 
The sky was yellow. “It looks like it’s about to rain,” said Chantelle. 
                Hustlers descended upon us like locusts, offering to help us with our bags, but 
Chantelle ushered me past them. “No, no, no, no, no, no, no,” she said. The men’s mouths 
opened and closed like fish. Their eyes were desperate. I felt like I was underwater. 
                The man sent from the Hotel Olofsen to pick me up introduced himself as Marco. He 
wore a polo shirt and khaki pants. 
                “Call me if you need anything,” said Chantelle from Evanston as Marco loaded my 
bags into the trunk. A man in a dirty Adidas t-shirt came up to our van and put his hand over his 
stomach, then touched his fingers to his mouth. 
                “Mwen grangou,” he said, then seeing my incomprehension, “Blan. Give me money.” 
                Marco waved him away, shaking his head in disgust. Emma seems to be 
unacknowledged and left to herself as we move through the city. 
                We drove toward the Olofsen, through streets narrow and winding and hillier than San 
Francisco. We drove past the Champs de Mars and the National Palace. We drove past 
restaurants and hair salons and walls with shards of broken glass glinting on top. We drove, 
narrowly missing small children and intrepid goats, and I marveled at this other world I’d 
entered. 
                That was the first time I saw Port-au-Prince. That was the last time I saw 
Port-au-Prince. I wonder if the priest’s church is still there. I wonder if Chantelle and her brother 
are alive. I wonder if the baby boy died. If so, I hope his father didn’t have to survive. 

 
My companion Emma Solomon, the tres belle claims to a journalist, but she doesn’t ask 

that many questions. She paid me very well to bring her here from Chicago and places unknown, 
but seems more confident walking around in Haiti than I ever could be in my own skin here or in 
the states. 
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Remembering nothing, we must begin again. Try and tell a story from the beginning. 

Vodoun dreams, awake for the Great Quake, oh Papa! The horror. Papa Legbe, guardian of the 
crossroads. Open the door. To the crossroads we went to find redemption and salvation. Bring us 
back to the ancestors in Guinea. Bring us to heaven in the sea. 

The earth shook and then swallowed in just a few moments over 100,000 to 250,000 to 
then 316,000 souls. No one would ever know since the census had ended in 2004. The year of 
the American Coup against President Aristede. Many more would perish from their injuries in 
the days to come. The N.G.O. technocrats and government officials who were still to be found, 
unlike the President Preval. They just made up numbers like they alwasy do. 

They were wretched souls to begin with, abandoned and often exploited souls kept in 
such a state by their own leaders, and powerful gangsters, and the apathy of the world at large. 
But those images that came over the telescreens on the 6 o’clock news woke everyone up for 
about five hours, and didn't let the good ones sleep so well that night. In a unanimous voice 
across the globe many asked what was to be done! Who would save Haiti! An entire island of 
poor, broken, unfortunate souls had been rendered apart. Cleaved asunder by the ground on 
which they’d eked on nothing. 

One famous American televangelist, that bat shit crazy devil, that hateful fuck Pat 
Roberts quickly explained to his vast pale flock:  

 
“It’s because once upon a time the sadistic leader of that misbegotten slave Island made a 

pact with the devil himself!” 
  

There is only one thing every white, every Blan so-called knows about the Republic of 
Haiti. That some many years ago between 1791 and 1804 precisely, they killed every single 
white person on that island in a highly successful revolt against slavery and have lived in 
disorganization and total misery ever since. 
 

While Sebastian Adon lay half-drunk from defeat in bed coming off a 16 hour graveyard 
shift in the trenches of ambuland Central Brooklyn. His arm around a Chinese miss thing, a 
fashion designer named Miss Julie Chu. Gerard Prévot, an 18 year old pre-medical student in 
Port-Au-Prince watched the central dormitory of the General Hospital collapse on over 200 
sleeping nursing students as the ground moved in a vile and grumbling wave.  

 
There was then screaming from everywhere, thick plumes of smoke, death and dust. 

More screams! Hysterical bellowing screams that no Haitian ever had made before. As millions 
of people scrambled to find their loved ones under enormous slabs of rubble. The futility of 
trying to dig in the rubble to find your parents, your lover or your kids. Absolutely everything 
was gone. 
 

While Dany Bélair field stripped equipment off Engine 17 in Atlanta, Georgia U.S.A. the 
news broke in the station room next door. Coming off work Jacque Laroix, a shatah joined a 
frenzied mob attempting to dig some several hundred school children out from under a collapsed 



school house with their bare hands. A pretty girl with crushed and dismembered legs was 
bleeding all over herself next to a man in a daze who just saw his family disappear under his 
housing complex.  
 

Screams, frenzied howls and constant prayers in Haitian Creole: Papa, Bon Deu why!?  
 

Toba Hadaad, which was not her real name, is a slender Israeli with thick curly black hair 
and big tits. She was getting her nails done in Rego Park when it came on the TV. While 
Jasmine-Yvette a Haitian yelled, bellowed really at a U.N. peacekeeper to “Do some help! Lots 
and lots of fucking help!!”, and then another few buildings came down on a mass of praying, 
pleading people in the aftershock and the U.N. peacekeeper drove right off.  That wasn’t their 
job really. It was “peacekeeping” not search and rescue that ruined the Capital city of three 
million. Soon it was learned most of the U.N. Command had died in the quake. 

Yelizaveta Alexandrea Kotlyarova was studying at Stony Brook. With Paramedic 
Firefighter James Miranda in the library at Stony Brook six months from the Boards. Although 
they never met and never each other's respective passion for vertebrate mammalian marine 
biology. The Carrefour municipal complex cracked in half and collapsed killing dozens 
immediately, well who knew. Just about everyone in that part of the city died as they slept being 
the epicenter of the terrible quake.  

No one knew what was even happening. Did the Haitians die immediately in the crush, or 
did they die slowly over many days trapped below homes? Did 316,000 die, did 100,000; and 
then it was all over the TV. 

“Don’t do it,” was all Scott Sevastra said to Sebastian Adon. They were E.M.T. partners 
out of Station 35 that night, “Don’t do it, don’t go, that isn’t part of the plan.” 

The five year plan Banshee Association had to unite all 13,000 EMS into a type of union 
while fighting for human rights. The F.D.N.Y. Academy and culture socialized them to be ready 
for the “next 9-11.” To Adon, it looks like 9/11 x 10,000. A whole lot more people. 

Victor Cange was at the wheel of an ambulance in Far Rockaway hauling a morbidly 
obese Italian woman to a dialysis appointment. She was complaining and he was wondering if 
for this he went to paramedic school! When most of Haiti's major hospitals and the doctors 
inside of them perished in the blink of an eye.  

Everything that wasn’t much left to begin with is supposedly now all gone. The 
quarantine has now become a killing field. The capital of a slave revolution ongoing for over 200 
years. Now just a flat, dusty screaming field of rubble. On some mountainous island most of us 
had forgotten all about until today. 
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There’s this ugly, purposeful taxpayer financed shed on 727 Greene Street. It’s an ugly 
white neglected shack and sometimes there is one ambulance parked outside it, sometimes two, 
but legally speaking they can only operate one at a time. Maybe only one is really fit to work. 

This is the HQ of the Bedford Stuyvesant Volunteer Ambulance Corporation. The city's 
only minority  run volunteer ambulance. They are constantly broke, constantly begging, 
constantly sneaking up on shots and stab calls with their clown cars worth of 6 to 7 E.M.T.s 
rolling out of nowhere. Sebastian Adon finds them to be highly amusing if not efficient back up 
to 37 Bravo, his unit, amongst the top 5 busiest 911 trucks in 2010, by F.D.N.Y. internal 
statistics. 

Their website reads: 

“The Bedford-Stuyvesant Volunteer Ambulance Corps (BSVAC), the nation’s first 
minority-run volunteer ambulance corps, was founded in 1988 by two EMS workers, Captain 
James "Rocky" Robinson and Specialist Joe Perez.  The creation of BSVAC was their response 
to the crisis in emergency medical service that afflicts New York’s minority communities.   

“As in other minority communities, many residents of Bed-Stuy do not have health 
insurance (not true, almost everyone in New York does).  As a result, they are less likely to visit 
the doctor’s office for routine care or for treatment in the early stages of disease (Their own 
choice, there are clinics everywhere).  At the same time, African-American men and women 
suffer disproportionately from high blood pressure, diabetes, kidney disease, heart attacks and 
strokes. These factors lead to a disproportionate number of emergency room visits; 75% of all 
emergency medical calls in New York City come from minority neighborhoods (Where they got 
that number god only knows).”  

“In continuous operation since 1988, BSVAC is the busiest volunteer ambulance service 
for its size in the nation (an ambulance of 1), answering over 100 calls per month (Which is not 
that much compared to say 37B which answers around 14 per day; so let’s call that about 420 
per month and we sit next to them).” 

Its size means that it has only one functioning ambulance. It’s very easy to talk a lot of 
trash about the BSVAC, so better to embrace them with a ‘god bless you for trying’ which is 
what Borough President Marty Markowitz did when he bought them a little trailer to base their 
Greene street operations out of.  

On January 12th, an earthquake of 7.0 magnitude ripped apart the city of Carrefour killing 
nearly god knows how many people outright and burying an additional tens of thousands under 
the rubble. Thereby creating an evolving MCI that would cause traumatic injury to and 
additional tens of thousands in a nation lacking even a rudimentary EMS system. 

 

http://www.bsvac.org/captainrobinson.html
http://www.bsvac.org/captainrobinson.html


On January 12th, just four hours after the ramifications of the quake were reported, the 
Bedford Stuyvesant Volunteer Ambulance Company (BSVAC); a single ambulance outfit, self 
styled as the nation’s only minority run ambulance service decided to respond to the disaster in 
the event that the world would be unwilling or unable. BSVAC went on Channel 12 and 1010 
Winds and announced that if anyone who was willing with medical training to respond to the 
disaster in Haiti showed up at their door, BSVAC would find a way to get them on the ground to 
Port Au Prince.  

 
They didn’t have a plan. Like the first responders at 9/11; moved by a duty to act, their 

volunteers mobilized immediately as did over 90 civilians who answered their call. If later they 
could be accused of capitalizing off a disaster and endangering civilians, well, they were. 

 
And clearly, based solely in the noble realm of heroic idealism they succeed. By 

December 16th 104 volunteers, 14 from their network and 90 assorted medical professionals 
boarded a VISION charter airline paid for by the Church of Scientology, and staffed with a 
motley crew ranging from the East Norwich Volunteer Fire Company, 40 nurses and doctors 
from the Haitian Physicians Association (AMHE), EMTs and Paramedics of Transcare, AMR, 
Assist, and F.D.N.Y. both Fire and EMS, as well as Scientology volunteers covering the gamut 
of disaster relief specialists, to nurses, to midwives. 104 strangers were to board that plane, 
which following a layover in Miami touched down on a desolate and newly reclaimed airstrip 
December 17th, 1700 at Toussaint LOuverture International Airport, the stench of death in the air. 

As the world froze for a week and the media gawked awkwardly at this catastrophe, over 
104 women and men were to enlist for immediate action with the BSVAC, most of their own 
people didn’t even have passports. Adon upon returning to work watches the pictures flash over 
the telescreen bolted within the 7-11 on Atlantic Ave. It was like 9.11 times 10,000. No one had 
any idea how many were dead, how many were wounded, how many were trapped. It was not 
like anything he had ever seen or heard before.  His phone rings as he watches bodies pile up on 
the evening news.  It’s his friend and comrade Mickhi Dbrisk, a Jamaican EMT he went to 
school with and helped found the Banshee Association with. 

“If we had a way to be in Port-Au-Prince in the next 48 hours would you go?” Dbrisk 
asks him. 

How could he say no? He’d been training for this moment all his life. This was the “other 
shoe falling” to him, 9-11 they always talked about 9-11 in LaGuardia EMS School and at the 
F.D.N.Y. Academy. The other shoe? The next big Jihad thing. That killed 3,000 people in 2001, 
the September 11th terror attacks; this killed maybe 300,000, said the news. It wasn’t a contest; 
this was a much bigger shoe. Even if it couldn’t be blamed on the Muslims. 

“Just find us a way onto the island brother,” Sebastian replies, “I’m in.” 

“Hey brother that work is already done. Pack your jump bag and meet me at the Bed Stuy 
Volly base in an hour.” 
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Mickhi Dbrisk was not allowed on the plane he found. He had no passport to even board. 

Like many of the mostly black members of the Bed Stuy Volunteer Ambulance Corporation, he 
seemed annoyed that he needed such paperwork in a time of such calamity! Suffice to say, you 
still needed a passport to leave for Haiti on a plane and many didn’t have one.  

 
But Sebastian Adon and 103 other Haitian, West Indian, Blan and and African American 

medical volunteers organized by the BSVAC and the Haitian Physicians Abroad (AMHE) 
managed to get on a Vision International plane paid for by the Church of Scientology, on the 
morning of 15 January 2010. Three days after the earthquake chaos began. 
 

It all happened so fast. Adon sat in a near sea of heroic strangers with his green rucksack 
and a blue uniform. He had literally taken the F.D.N.Y. Promotional Lt. Exam in the morning 
and threw his things in a green rucksack and then took a cab to J.F.K.  
 

“What do you know about Haiti?” Sebastian leans over the seat to ask the only other 
half-Jew on the plane named E.M.T. Alex Furlini. Furlini is a little fellow with a brown beard 
and eager eyes. Sebastian is wearing a brown scally cap beret. 

“Not so much,” the young bearded architect, part time E.M.T. responds. 
“Have you ever done something like this before,” Sebastian asks. 
“No, never, I guess I was moved by what I saw on the TV.” 
“You know, I’m told I have a good head on my shoulders, an imagination of some repute, 

but for the life of me I can’t imagine what we’re flying into.” 
“Well I know it’s gonna be bad, real bad.” 
“Yeah, but how bad!? I can’t picture it at all.” 
“So you’re an E.M.T. with the Fire Department?” 
“Yeah, Bedford Stuyvesant Station 35 and the notorious Woodhull Hospital.” 
“I live down the street from there.” 
“What do you do in New York Mr. Furlini,” Sebastian realizes he doesn’t know the guy's 

first name.  
“Alex Furlini. I’m an architect.”  
“Well there’s gonna be work for you for years my brother because there aren’t any 

buildings standing in that capital,” quibs a brother sitting next to them, “my people just can’t 
ever win.” 

“They say joking is the healthiest way to deal with tragedy. You are?” inquires Sebastian. 
“Fire Fighter Danny Bélair,” the brother responds. 
“So what do you think we’re flying into Fire Fighter Dany?” asks Sebastian. 
“Well some hell I’d imagine. I’d imagine the worst thing you’d ever seen or suffered and 

multiply that by ten thousand.” 
The worst things Sebastian had ever seen were a double lynching in a Bedstuy school 

yard, the utter crushing and disembowelment of a crack head he knew struck on the Cross Bronx 
expressway, as well as a picture of his best friend Jeremy who’d taken a hand gun to his own 
foolish head. That’s the worst he could remember seeing in this objective reality, the land of 
reach out and touch me. In his mind was a darker place in which he’d seen quite a bit far worse. 



Furlini had gotten his EMT certificate during a period of uncertain depression taking a 
leap of faith EMS might cure him of his nervous twitch, his vague desire for heroism. In fact, 
he’d never been behind the wheel of an ambulance in his life. He’d only read about dead and 
dying things as well as sickness. 

“No, I don’t think any of us will have seen anything like this,” mutters Sebastian to Alex 
and Bélair. Most of the cabin is passed out. 

“Exciting right,” grins Bélair the joker. A third generation Haitian fire fighter, a half 
Jewish architect and part Hebrew mutt EMT share a moment. 

“Well you know what they say about good intentions,” says Sebastian. 
“Oh, they’ll always kill you,” glibs Bélair. 

Sebastian couldn’t but dart off the faintest recognition that he’d seen Alex Furlini before. 
 
The airlift was organized in wildfire mode via the two truck, ‘minority run’ Bedstuy 

Volunteer Ambulance Corps. They were just about the only thing left behind from the fabled 
Black Panthers, well besides a substantial prisoner population and some folklore posters and 
memorabilia. About four hours after the first quake hit they went on the local telescreen network 
and declared they were going to Haiti on a rescue and relief mission. Donations poured in, 
volunteers lined up, and they partnered with Haitian Physicians Association to ensure a steady 
wave of doctors, nurses and a few loose millionaires. 

“Did you know Haiti has more millionaires than any other West Indian island,” says 
Paramedic Victor Cange to E.M.T. Dominich Asbun. Dominich is part Palestinian and part 
Colombian. A Transcare Paramedic in a premed program at CUNY. Dominich is composing the 
opening chapter of his journal account of the happenings to follow. He’s tall, dark and handsome 
with a goatee.  

“I didn’t know that. Did you know there are more Palestinian doctors than any other 
group of Arabs in the Middle East?” 

Neither of these ethnic facts are verifiable, they sort of served as proud rumors one might 
make national small talk over. 

“My sister was working at the U.N. when the quake hit. She was outside getting coffee 
when the building killed all her co-workers,” explains Victor Cange. 

“Lucky.” 
“Maybe, but the living have to bury the dead.” 
Victor Cange and Dominich both work for the Transcare Corporation along with several 

others on Flight 749 Vision Air chartered by the Church of Scientology to fly 104 medical 
volunteers to Haiti on the 15th of January 2010. 

“What are we gonna see down there you think,” asks Dominich. 
“The end of the world,” says Sammy Sultan another Transcare Medic.  
So, after Bedstuy Volunteer Ambulance Corps partnered with Haitian Physicians Abroad 

they realized that FEMA and UN were not admitting civilians into the country. The 82nd 
Airborne had landed and there was no functional airport, no functional port to off load aid. They 
built a supply garrison and had to repave-re-erect Toussaint L’Ouverture international airport. 
That was when an elderly and calculated man named Patrick O'Connor showed up at the office 
depot on Green and Malcolm X Blvd promising back end logistics and a plane with a landing 
docket. He was a representative of the Church of Scientology’s volunteer ministry.  



“So what the hell’s up with all these Scientologists?” asks a medical student, E.M.T. 
certified Jim Miranda to his buddy Kevin Wessel. Two of four volunteer fire fighters from Long 
Island. 

“Who the hell cares. They’re getting us there,” responds a half asleep Kevin, always an 
Irish optimist. 

“Don’t they believe in aliens?” mutters Jim. 
“Tell me something Miranda, if the Klu Klux Klan itself was gonna pay for and secure 

the clearance for this relief mission wouldn’t we still be here?” 
Kevin had heard Sebastian make that glib in the JFK terminal line to Victor Cange in the 

same context. Kevin wasn’t sure what they’d find down there either, but he was sleeping the 
nervousness off. 
 “No, I think I’d be just about as nervous. I mean ask yourself about motivation buddy.” 

“No I don’t have to. It’s a large-scale disaster MCI rescue mission, it’s just gonna be 
10,000 times worse than anything we’ve ever seen before.” 

Jim has black hair, a grey GO NAVY shirt from his past service. Kevin has brown curly 
hair and is wearing a black Bedstuy Volunteers t-shirt and blue BDUs. Both are firefighters with 
the East Norwich Fire Rescue Volunteers, both carry stethoscopes around their necks and jack 
knives on their belts, they wonder what they’ve gotten into so rashly. So like everyone else they 
cling to a talisman.  

There are a lot of Haitian nurses and doctors on the plane. The EMS contingent is 
however rather diverse. What people saw on the TV screen they could not ignore. If there was a 
way to go they were going, that’s simply how bad it all looked.  

“We’re the ones driving toward the burning building. In this case, it’s a burning country,” 
said firefighter- paramedic Dany Bélair. If that was even the right allegory at all. 
 

EMT Dominich Asbun writes in his journal, as it is calming to do so: 
 
“Apart from the hella time I’ve had psyching myself up for this – the news images, the 

stories, imagining rotting bodies and dying babies and limbs and the violence wrought that I 
might witness, and my own emotional state and turning the tap back off as tight as I can – one of 
the funny things that comes up is the feeling of importance, of mission. I guess this is what 
someone going off to war with the cheers of his country feels like: something you’ve trained for, 
and the rules of society bent towards your purpose. The world is watching with its mouth open 
while you pack your bags, and they’re asking you everything and thanking you, and suddenly 
some part of you takes in the hype and expects everyone to care as much. Riding my bike on the 
sidewalk towards Bed-Stuy Volunteer Ambulance Corps (BSVAC), I see cops, and yeah I get off 
my bike (it’s the law), but for a second, I consider riding by. When they’d stop me, I’d say, It’s 
OK, Officer, I’m an EMT; I’m going to Haiti today to provide medical relief. “That’s cute,” said 
Mercedes, and, “That’s so noble,” said Ashton, and “That’s amazing,” said Pascale. I guess I 
care more who it’s from than what they said –  I don’t know what I’d say myself. But, anyway, 
this thing ain’t mine and I want to keep foremost the idea that the people in Haiti need it, that 
importance and compliments or not  – compliments or not, I have absolutely no idea what some 
pain is like and what I can do is put myself somewhere to help. They’re singing ‘Lean On Me’ 
on the bus to the plane, ha, while the plane gets fuel problems fixed. I’m not saying I don’t do 
this for the adventure, though. Isn’t everything we do, in the end, in some way for ourselves? Not 



everything – it’ll be in the details, the actual actions that I do for people, not in the general 
‘Going to Haiti’.  

 
The fucking plane leaks fuel. Then, it doesn’t leak! It was over fueled, and delayed, and 

we lost our time slot in Haiti for landing as assigned by the Marines.  
 
‘Going to Miami/Bienvenido a Miami’. Hurry, wait, Hurry, wait, Hurry….Flying is 

magic,” sings in hand scrawled words formed by Dominich Asbun, future doctor. 
 
Recalls Toba Hadaad: 
 
“It’s vital that you don’t spend all your emergency funds on the landing slot bribes alone. 

You need as well to rent a plane. And hope you end up with one that doesn’t leak jet fuel and 
explode in a ball trying to cross Cuba. Or that the so-called religious group your government 
funds, one of two as means to move people around the planet in a hyper clandestine fashion; you 
hope that front group religion with their yellow shirts and odd touching rituals doesn’t rub the 
locals the wrong way.” 
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They had to ground the plane on the evening of the 15th in Miami because the fuel was 
leaking, or they had over fueled. There were a few excuses, anyway, something was wrong with 
the plane. They missed their landing slot and the Scientists put everyone up in a Howard Johnson 
Hotel by the airport. It only fueled anxiety and the unrelenting anticipation. 
 Sebastian makes new friends. 

Not knowing still what he was getting into, he’d taken some notepad from the airplane 
and written about his fears and excitement. He jotted them down in quick bursts and mailed the 
napkins off to Yelizaveta so she might root for him through the upcoming travails. Or perhaps 
mourn him if he fell in what was looking like a shit show of unknown proportions they were 
about to fly into. 
 

Sebastian also did what was in his nature. He went and ordered some Stoli from the hotel 
lobby bar. Doing also what was in his nature he ordered a drink for the slender, raven haired 
Israeli alone at the midnight watering hole. She was slender but stacked, clearly Israeli. 

 
“Toba,” she introduces herself. 
“Sebastian.” 
“So you’re an E.M.T.?” 
“Yeah, and you’re a Scientist right?” 
“Scientologist.”  
“You know I don’t really believe half the stuff the media says about you guys. I think not 

paying taxes is an important step on the road to freedom.” 
“Sebastian, I think you’re the kind of guy who says anything to get laid.” 
“That is a mostly accurate picture of me Ms. Toba.” 
“Why are you going to Haiti Sebastian?” she asks. 
“To meet young women who likely require medical attention.” 
“I’m quite healthy for now it appears.” 
“Well you say that now, but we aren’t even there yet”  
“It’s a very special island we are going to. A special people and a special history. I hope 

you and the other volunteers appreciate the whole of what you’re embarking on.” 
“I just know they killed all the white people in 1804.” 
“Does that make you nervous at all?” 
“I’m Hebrew, not white. I just hide in their skin,” he winks at her.  
“What do you do back in New York, for the Scientists I mean?” 
“Scientologists. I work in Communications.” 
“I had you pegged for their tractor beam operator.” 
“Does it help you to laugh at the great unknown so you can feel less scared for your 

potential shortcomings?” 
“I like to laugh at almost everything.” 
“Wanna see a cool trick,” she says, getting quite close to him, “Do you like getting your 

dick sucked,” she asks him. 



Drink me and grow enormous. Sebastian Adon wakes up in cold sweat in a stranger’s bed 
at the Howard Johnson, he’s not awake but he sees some things that he’s never seen before. Like 
some taste of things to come. Like seeing his own corpse get up and walk across the hotel out 
into the future. 

The Scientologist had hypnotized him perhaps, or poisoned him and soon he was 
dreaming. What had she done, certainly not sucked his cock off. Men will engage in very 
detailed dreams to avoid frightening realities. 

She knocked him out with something between an assist and the power of suggestion.  
Mother fucking Israelite spies, what the hell were they doing in Haiti? 

 


